
Bin CHEN Shanghai Office

Language：Chinese | Japanese

Expertise： Corporate Banking & Finance Asset Management

Tel：86 21 6887 1787

Fax：86 021 6886 9532

Email：chenbin@hylandslaw.com

基本信息

Education Background
2000-2001 Beijing International Studies University Major in Japanese
2001-2005 Bachelor of Law Kurume University Japan
2005-2007 Master of Law Kurume University Japan
Work Experience
2008-2011 Mizuho Bank (China) Co. Ltd.
2011-2014 Tokyo Century Leasing China Corporation/ Tokyo Century Factoring China Corporation
2014-2015 Shanghai Minton Lawyers Lawyer
2015-2019 Beijing Zhong Yin (Shanghai) Law Firm Partner
2019-present Hylands Law Firm Partner
Professional Qualification
Lawyer of the People’s Republic of China
JLPT1

Professional Background

Mr. Chen Bin takes financial leasing, commercial factoring, Supply Chain Finance, corporate governance and equity investment as occupational directions. He mainly offers litigation
and non-litigation services to clients and undertaking legal counsel services. Mr. Chen has studied in Japan for years. He has worked for the legal headquarters of Mizuho Bank
(China) Co., Ltd in Tokyo, and Tokyo Century Leasing China Corporation respectively after graduation. More than 10 years of experience in the field of financial industry and legal
risk management makes Mr. Chen a professional lawyer and manager. He has insights in non-bank financial fields such as financial leasing, factoring, and Supply Chain Finance.
Now Mr. Chen serves as legal counsel for several financial companies. In one case of practical legal experience, it was a litigation dispute on financial leasing contract between a
financial leasing company affiliated to a China Top 500 Energy Group and an oil drilling and mining company which cooperating with state- owned firms. During the debt collection
and execution, he successfully recovers tens of millions of principal and interest. In another case of the consulting experience was for a financial holding company which operated by
a famous white goods manufacturer in China. Mr. Chen has designed a structure for financial leasing cases, factoring and other projects in the fields of agriculture and automobile.
With the rich experience in finance and related field, Mr. Chen has also provided the legal services for factoring transaction of financial leasing claims between a financial leasing
company affiliated to SASAC (State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission) in Suzhou High-tech Zone and a financial leasing company in Beijing specialized in
the cultural industry.

Social Activities

Overseas Consultant for Japan’s SME Base-plate maintenance Organization



Honors and Awards
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